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End of an Era
We have now finished the 1999 Holway Report - all 2000 Then the "Bad Omens☜
pages. Although 1998 clearly broke all previous records, But, forall the good news. the storm clouds could be seen
we believe it will be remembered as "The end olan Era". gathering in the sky for anyone willing to open their eyes to
We doubt if the likes of 1998 will be seen again until well see. In particular:

  

into the first decade of the new millennium. othe introduction of the FTSE IT Index might have created
First the Good News greater awareness etc., but it also contributed towards
1998 was the year when: significant overheating.The share price dives in 03 1998 -
-the UK Software and Computing Serviceslndustry (SCSI) when all the 88% rise in the FTSE IT Index made by July
increased its growth rate to a record 24%. 98 was wiped out - caused much damage. New IPOs were
- the UK was yet again the fastest growing SCSI market in at best postponed - at worst cancelled - and many
Europe. acquisitions and associated fund raising were adversely
- all things related to lT skills - bespoke development and affected.
the role of the IT staff agencies in particular - really - IPOs slumped to a low in Q4 98/01 99 although they
prospered, with growth currently show some

rates in excess of 30%. Average PBTGrowth olSCS Companies signs of improvement.
- the companies in our 19374993 - IT staff agencies were
database grew their worst effected with
overall revenues at 26%. share prices

- growth outside the UK "decimated" in some
by UK 808 companies cases.
was 32% with a Profitwarnings abound.
particularly strong "Uncertainty" for the
performance in the US. future post Y2K caused

- profits surged ahead. insecurity to mount. IT
The 62% growth in PBT staff decided to stay put
was largely due to switch m and staff churn/attrition
from losses to profits in e x q, a a a e plummeted. IT staff

a small number of @§ .9??? .5949 35☜ 5396 .59☝? 335?.- at; {9&6 3?}? £9 decided that the security
companies. Even if these of a permanent job was
"special effects" were 'A☜ WWNBS☁" Bambi☜ " WWW T°° 5'9☝ ☜3"☝: preferable to the higher
stripped out, profits for the rest grew by 25%. rewards of contracting.
- the companies in our database added over 40,000 staff - even the "highest quality☜ 808 companies like Admiral

to their payrolls but again managed to contain staff costs were not immune. Lowerthan expected staff attrition, delays

  

   

   
     

  

   

         
by taking on a higher in City contracts and
number of junior/trainee Software and Computing Sarvlcos - resulting lower
grades mus altering me Growth Rates by Sector 1991/98 and AAGR1998I° 2002 utilisation rates

Li☁arg☁ssefigzmzz☜ WMW/MW/Im 2::☁i:f§$§:§..2.lfi§
- valuations - and the E"MM☜SMDHS,W_ 7//////////////////////A If this car;7 happen in

Kittie? 'iidebii'aei mes-m» WWI/mm ii pi ☂yga☂i £75332?
records. The most OmmuminyProcmth 7///////////////////2u* what of the others?
satisfying finding was W☜☝°"☝""'☜'"☜"' , ☁m - the Y2K created its
thatUK companies once ☜$3373?ng 2L3☜ own "micro climate" in
again bought more/spent .am smmsom, Effg ☁gmgogz 1999 with companies
more on acq uiring '2 7" postponing work on any
overseas companies 115;; mm-i-M-xm-mnu new projects to

man Vlce versa☁ 4mm. 0;»; we; 20.0% 30.0% 40.0% 50.07. 5007. concentrate on the bug'
0 although there was This affected the ERP
much volatility in share prices, on average 808 stocks product companies particularly badly.But it also, and quite
continued their upward trend. surprisingly, seemed to have an effect on the installation
0 there was a significant increase in interest in the sector of new PC hardware in larger corporate accounts.
shown by the City and investors alike. End of an Era - continued on page two
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End ofan Era - continued from page one

- there still seem to be those who think that 20%+ growth

rates will continue for ever. Few current managers lived

through the last 808 recession of the 19705 but most

should remember the last big slowdown of the early 1990s.

We are convinced that growth rates in 2000/2001 will be

back to the 10% to 12% level. Still excellentbutmuch lower

than of late. Forewarned is forearmed. The problems, as

always, will be experienced most by those companies

currently ☜in denial" and, therefore, unprepared for the

future.
- even mild profits warnings cause City hysteria. The next

twelve months could be a very painful period as

expectations are dashed and currently inflated share prices

crash.

- the type of companies supplying the sector are changing

fasterthan at any time.The generalist BPO organisations

are eating away at the conventional IT outsourcers. General

IT staff agencies will capture market share from the

specialists. The internet and e-commerce creates new

software and services players. Complacency will mean that

your customers are taken from yon not by your closest

rival, but by acompany you might well currently consider

is not even in your market.
The future?

The crystal ball shows a turbulent period ahead. In

particular we see:

- revenue growth falling to 10-12% with profits growth

reducing to a similar range.

- average valuations with P/Es of 30+ cannot continue to

be justified in a lower earnings growth environment.

- average share price profit growth being limited in the next

year.
- great pain being inflicted on certain companies (IT

agencies, commodity product suppliers) as a result of the

uncertainties of 1999 and the slowdown in 2000+.

- there will be a rush towards trade sales from companies

fearful of "missing the boat". Prices paid will reduce (on

average) although in vogue sectors will continue to

command hefty valuations.

- general IT staff (i.e. at the commodity end) will experience

greater problems finding and retaining jobs. Of course,

specialist IT staff will still command premium rates.

- Continental Europe could well be a better market than

the UK or the US. Certainly, companies willing and able to

exploit Europe's new found appetite for outsourcing could

flourish "overthere'.
- neither NASDAQ or EASDAQ will attract much UK 808

interest but the Euro NM (particularly in Germany) will

flourish. UK companies fed up with the poor performance

of ourown AIM market will be tempted to do IP05 in Europe.

AIM will belatedly wake up and join Euro NM, changing

and improving its rules and procedures as a result.

- product companies will have to move away from product

licences towards services, transaction charging, application

service provision or, indeed, earning revenues from content,

advertising, telecomms charges or whatever. Those that

believe they can stick with their old models will face a bleak

future.
0 strong experienced management is required more in a

slowdown that in a boom. Woe-betide those companies

with weak management.
- fashions may come, fashions may go but Quality

companies with consistent records and strong

management will continue to thrive.

- although the internet and e-commerce will become the
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major driver in the SOS sector, most of the current internet

hype will subside. Most of the current high valued players

will see share prices fall. A new breed of rather more Boring

companies earning "real money" from the internet will

emerge. Spotting those companies will provide good

returns - but probably not as spectacular as of late.

0 the long anticipated - but never consummated - coming

together of the telecomms and 308 players will happen

more by way of partnerships than outright acquisition!

merger. 808 companies without telecomms "partners" will

feel increasingly vulnerable.

- mega acquisitions will return as valuations moderate. One

of more acquisitions where both parties are UK and/orworld

Top 10 or Top 20 players will hit the headlines in 1999/

2000.

- although we would still like to see some UK-owned

international 808 players we suspect that the current

contenders could become targets themselves. Sage, MisyS.
Logica, Admiral etc. might look invincible, but their vew

strengths and qualities make them attractive candidates

for (mainly US) companies with deep pockets looking to
the longer term. A weakening of both the domestic market
(and associated valuations) and a possible weakening of
sterling could accelerate that trend.
- as we have said before, brand new 808 giants will

emerge. Some of them will be known better for their other
activities than for IT or 808. Some of the existing giants
will see their fortunes wane. In services we see IBM☁s
renaissance continuing at the expense of EDS, 080 and

others. Microsoft will continue to dominate but it will be a
completely different type of company with <50°/o of
revenues coming from product licences before too long.

 

Dialog gets more breathing room
Dialog has agreed a new financing deal with Chase
Manhattan Bank to increase senior debt with a new $25m

loan. c$11.5m will be used in providing capital for their new
information services, e-commerce and web solutions division.

Dialog said current trading ☜was consistent with expectations☜.
An alliance with a major portal is rumoured.

        



 

Sage web of intrigue
We are indebted to Tempus of The Times
for this headline. The story behind the
headlines is more straightforward and
relates to the link Sage has made with IBM
to provide services on the internet on

sage.com.They will provide business-to-business services
like Dun & Bradstreet and provide free internet services to
customers. This announcement caused an immediate
c10%+ share price rise but the shares subsequently fell
back to end the month on £21.58p - an increase ofjust3%.
With our oft stated comment that ☜ifyourlong term business
plan relies on making money from product licences your
company will not survive"now etched into lT history, who
knows, some time fairly soon, Sage products could be
offered on a transaction charging basis.

At the same time as the internet headline announcement,
Sage announced yet another set of sparking financial

results in their interims for the six months to 31 st Mar. 99.

Revenue rose 49% to £132.5m, PBT increased 48% to
£35.5m and EPS went up40%.Yet another Boring set of
results and this was partly confirmed by CEO Paul Walker
when we spoke to him who felt that the UK performance
☜was a bit boring☝. Well we can hardly disagree with him -

OMIva 22:☜ by US EDS UK revenue went up from £30.2m to £39.3m and operating
simum , profits from £13.8m to £18.4m. We would love to see just

E☂mmePala 59'9"☝- WW'B'V' : what Walker considers "exciting"! France did particularly
Merged With French Sema . .
Mum by mm. Cap Gem-n1 well and, overall, revenue from mainland Europe Increased

gumlgofm ' 22% to £49m with profits up 38% to £9.8m.The remaining

Muiredbyoscmian 5 revenue from the US increased from £15.2m to £44.2m

Andersen Consulting , 3 due to past acquisitions (State of the Art) and will go up
mam MW even more next time after the Feb. 99 acquisition of US

Peachtree. And don☂t forget the recent acquisition of Tetra
which should help to make the UK performance to become
even more boring in H2.

Walker is particularly pleased with Sage☂s performance in
France where margins rose to ☜only☝ 28%. We say only
because Sage nearly always heads our Holway Report
profit margin tables with well over 40%. When Sage
manages to boost worldwide profit margins much nearer

. to those achieved in the UK. that would be really boring.

HowthoUKSottwareand Computing ServicesMarkethas - Comment. For all those who are able to attend our
Chant!☝ ' presentation on the 15th July (and it looks like another sell-
WBG-IWB . .

☜mm out) then you Will be able to see the presentation of an

mm.☜ actual Boring Award to Jackson. Walker and Wylie in
' recognition of Sage being the best performing share in our

. 808 Index over the past 10 years.They richly deserve all
MGHZW- the applause.

☜GR☝ "☁°☂☜"" ,Health eon) eein-Misys☂shares ☁(Ewen MGR 36% '

MGRTA "m" anon. ' "as .HealtheonCorp..annouhced a c$5.5b merger deal with
- mun-tum 1% j ☜1% "m" = WebMDJnc, Share prices rocketed on optimism that
' la a: ☁ the newe☂ompany will: become a premier interest provider
5,? Qfe s☝ .oixhe "Ithqare services; tncidentalty. Microsoft is also i
☁ 9° invol☜ chipping in"$250m equity with a promise to spend l

' advertising and marketing etc. over the next ve .
years, The new entity will have over 1 ,300 employees. ;

Mlsys (though US subsidiary Medic), hasjoined in signing ;
analiiance with Heattheon that will enable Media☂s 65,000 ;
GPs to checkpatient☁s☁ insurance eligibility via the web.This i
did Wonders tor the Misys share price (up an immediate
85p and adding CQSOOm capitalisation) as Misys announced i
that it expects ☜significant transaction and services
revenues☝irom the sale on on~iineservioes But the shares ☁

I then tell to end the month down 11% on 522p. Good l
_F{SE ☁ , '- " ,V V: services and recurring revenues - Good deal. l
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BT Solutions

Revenue Growth
  

  

 

Syntegra

+18%   

  

Syncordia
+27%    

 

Syntegra Revenue Record
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Energy & Co'
electricity, indUst
classifies all its 1 . V I a
distribution systems agreemen
providers 5n the UK, 'Syr egante☁
customers are'largem ' he he

☁ centrai gpvéminenmrgargisa't n5 1
1 local governm mia'it Kee☁t County☝ ou'
Syncprdia I j » 1☁ y
BT☁s managed netwdtk-servigw

☁ the year roam Magch 993..Syngerdi_ag ,
headed up byPangom☁q☁aki, who'

V revenues come frommemore☁ m I
☁r has many 'eross-pver☁ activi es wbl Q☁u
; aali centre operations in 3he UK, wntb nus mere
Q Ge'rmany-Syncardia aisézjns☂falle☁d'ahd ., 9i .
{emaitvandgroupWare agplica dns attoilg☂i'antBE ,f I f I j , ; :_ " _ I ' '> . 1 H
{ We are delighfed to learn that, anon; last, grgahieatione are earning togéther f☂s '
☁ have wanted to see for a (any whvle; The future chum bequite☁ excitihg.... j , .
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"Irregular☝goings-on at ion
ilion☂s share price took a bit of a nose-dive when they
announced the discovery of an "irregular transaction☝ in
the UK business which potentially could cause a group
loss of CESOOK. Legal proceedings are evidently a
possibility after they carry out a ☜full investigation". We will
keep you posted. What is it about networking companies
like Azlan and i/ion that create these kinds of goings-on?

  

ITNET☂s ☜maiden ☝purchase
ITNET has announced its first acquisition since the lPO in

June 98 when they acquired Technosys tor 29.1 m cash

plus a further profit related maximum of c£4.1 m in shares
at current valuation.Technosys is a fee based consultancy

with 80 employees and "specialises in e-commerce,

knowledge managementandMS Windows NT☝. Technosys
had 1998 revenues of £6.6m and profits of EBBOK and
also cash in the bank of £1.4m. (note Regent acted for
Technosys...their 29th deal in Europe in 10 months).
Also this month. ITNET has been appointed preferred
supplier by Enfield for the largest ever local government
outsourcing contract worth nearly £60m over 10 years.

lThis has bought new orders so far in 1999 to c£100m. But

then we have always though ITNET to be one of those
rare ☜quality☝ companies,
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UK M&A
DCS has had a busy month. They have acquired US HB
Ulrich & Associates (solutions to the global logistics industry)
for $10m (c£6.2m). Ulrich had 1998 revenues of $3.8m and
profit of $1.4m before the staff bonus of $1.1m. Then they
bought The Computer Advisory Centre and Trebledata for

an initial £940K and up to a further £100K on profits.

Combined sales of the acquired companies are c£1.4m but

lost £100K in 1998. And lastly they acquireda 51% stake in
German based CARDIS (Car Dealer Info. Systems) from
Siemens for an initial £1.7m and up to a further £700K. 008
can acquire the remaining stake in the next two years for
£2.2m. CAFtDlS provides automotive solutions and services
and had 1998 revenues of £31 ,4m and a PET of £200K. Looks
good and continues DCS☂ "stick to the knitting" policy.

Fteuters' subsidiary lnstinet Corp. has made a $20m equity
investment in WR Hambrecht & Co. to give them a 11.4%
stake. Hambrecht was set up to take companies public through
an on-line auction system. Reuters also have said that they
intend an IPO in the US in 0399 of US subsidiary TIBCO
Software Inc.

Dixons (through its lSP Freeserve) has upped its stake in
GlobalNet Financial to 13% by exercising options on another

2m shares. Freeserve has further options which could up the
stake further to nearly 20%.

VC Quester Capital Management has invested £400K in
Purple Technologies. Purple is a "leading developer of
advanced software solutions for mobile computers☝.

Action Computer Supplies has agreed ☜merger☝ terms with
US Insight Enterprises Inc. "to create a leading global direct
marketer of brand name products☝. it seems to us to be an
acquisition of Action really.
Druid has acquired a 19.98% stake in us Synergy
International Consulting for $1.15m. Synergy supplies
consultancy services to aerospace, engineering and
constructions markets and in 1998 had revenues of $4.1m.
Logical Support Services (LSS) has acquired Estateman
(property management software) for an undisclosed sum.
Estateman has 20 staff and £1.1m revenues. LSS (part of
Logical Holdings) is only in its second trading year and has
in excess of £15m revenue and is a software developer for
financial services.
Capita has acquired IT staff agency Oldham &Tomkins and
project management MPM Adams for a combined £18.6m -
with the cash element funded from the Mar. 99 placing.
Private equity group Apax Partners has invested 23m in
Accunet - engineering support software.
AIM quoted Sports Internet has acquired Planetfootball
(official branded football website developer) in an all share
deal that values Planetfootball at £24m.
Keane Ltd (was ICOM) has acquired Parallax Solutions
(PS) for an undisclosed sum. PS has 150 staff and annualised
1999 revenues of c$14.7m and ☜develops enterprise-scale
business solutions that/ntegrate emerging technologies with
legacy systems☝. Now you know.
Torex has bought Systems Guidance for an initial £2.1m
and up to another £1m on profits to enter the supply chain
management and e-commerce markets. SG had 1998
revenues of £2.3m but made a loss of ESOOK.
Dicom Group has said it intends to seek a listing on the
Neuer Markt - part of the Frankfurt exchange - at some time
after the company announces its July 99 results.

Morse has acquired Hughes Rae Ltd (consulting and apps
development for ecommerce) for £250K + £4m performance
related.

CFS Group has agreed to sell its Consumer Finance (CF) 

Mergers and Acquisitions - continued

 

  
  

 

  
   

  

  

division to Skipton B/S unit Amber Credit for Elm cash.
The CF division includes Premium Select Marketing which
only broke-even last year on revenue of £1 .54m.This division
is no longer considered core for CFS.

UK-NASDAQer Select Software Tools has been left
floundering after the collapse of its merger bid with US Base
Ten Systems Inc.

lnvensys, the UKvbased global electronics and engineering
company created by the merger of BTR and Siebe, is to
acquire US ERP and asset management software company

Marcam Solutions for c$60m cash. Marcam, where General

Atlantic has a 25% stake. had revenues of c$125m and losses
of $6.2m in the year to 30th Sept. 98. Invensys has bought
two other SCS companies - Wonderware and Simulation

 

   

 

Systems - in the last year.
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_. [~er extra'business'. And. as
atre' y-been granted options worth 1♥

Fl☂s staff☁already☂heavify involved in share ☁
ten aftergthe :deal, staff share-33

lt-ginc☁reaseto .czl'oF/a 'Not all of
5_ av. Non~exec Chairman Jack Howell
an) (will ☜retire☝'with a-Sliam pay-off. ☁

, . . . embers will become millionaires with i
founders ' d.Evan_s (also retiring) and Graham Demetruis ;
collecting {$th and the trio from KPMG will get about i
£10m each. Notat bad return after less than five years. 1
Both ostend Ft arequality companies and thecornbined 1
Operation} 1 now inian even stronger position. Even post
ZQGQMnen We expectgrowth rates to fail to a more normal ☁

l,0%+', if Fl can manage to increase margins further, they
will do well. The market loved the news with an immediate 1
rise☁but still Fi☁s share price ended May down 3%. ☜
So why the distraught e-maiis? 3
Ainumber of companies bid for OSl. They all bid between
21mm and £110m...except Fl Group which initially bid i
£50m more. A due diligence exercise started. Maybe☜
trading in the new FY was not as good as expected? So
the price came down. The unsuccessful parties < who

invested considerable time and money on their bids - feel  somewhat irked. Oh well. all☂s fair in love, war and M&A. (
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l scsr'shares'take a dive"
A 4.5% decline in o 180   
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Terence Chapman plans float
Finance sector software and services company, The
Terence Chapman Group (TCA) is planning to float on
the main London market ☜during thenext few months☝-
sooner rather than later we guess.They run two main lines
of business: TCA Consulting (74% of the total revenue) -
systems consultancy primarily to the wholesale banking

industry ♥ and TCA Synergo (26%) - software solutions for
Stockbrokers with their TAFIOT product. They have about

250 employees. Hoare Govett are the advisers. We are
delighted. TCA are a great company known to us for a long
time. They will make a fine addition to the IT quoted
companies.
In the year ended 31st Aug. 98, TCA had revenues of
£20.9m and a PBT of £3.4m. In their interims to 28th Feb.

99 they had revenues of £15.7m and PBT of £2.7m. Since

our records began, TCA has always increased revenues
annually, although the profit record has been a bit more

chequered at times.
The proposed valuation is ☜in excess of £80m"which looks

pretty fair to us at 4xrevenue - about the sector average!

They intend to raise c224m, with £12m new money☜to

strengthen the balance sheet and assist in financing future
business ventures". VCs Thompson Clive will be very
pleased (at last) with the return on their 26% stake.

Chairman Terry Chapman owns c33% and another 25%
by management and staff. A few more ☜IT millionaires" to

add to the growing list!

i NetBenefit also. heads forthe marks
ilntarnet domain name registratiortfa
3 company Netaenelit will tloaton AIM☁on
ivaluing them at £25m and raising 425m. Vet
iexpansion both in'the UK and-averse
384imes oversubscribed.The companyrwaslo , _
and had 1998 sales of £1,24m'ancf madeasi'OOK to
This has risen to £1.WleBGK☁lothe☁IQ☂mohth '
£99. They claim 5,000 customerswor☂ldi☁iri
Registered domain names in the'UK. E I '
3, Comment.We used Netbenetit toregiste; our domain names
land they run the server bringing you Hetnews xcetlent
lservige.;._so far. ☁ ☁

  

   

  

  

 

  

 

Excellent results and prospects at FiM
In RM☂s excellent results for the six months to 31st Mar.
99, revenue went up 41% to £71.1m with PBT up nearly
4-fold at £2.5m. EPS also increased nearly 4 times. But, to
be fair, the previous interims were badly affected by the
education spending ☜freeze☝ last time around. Even so
pretty impressive figures and with the increasing IT
education budget, the outlook for the year is ☜good☝. And
FiM finished up with £16.6m cash in the bank at the half
year end.We especially liked the 60% increase in software
and services revenue and the long term outsourcing deals
with the likes of Dudley Council - worth £43m over 10 years.
As the government is spending about £1.7b over the next
three years on the National Grid for Learning, the prospects
for FM are indeed superb. The initial focus on primary
school education - their core market - has led to an
impressive 140% rise in turnover in the period. With
presumably more to come.

Comment. FIM☁s shares have already increased 14% this
year - even though they fell 3% this month to end on 527p.
But at a prospective P/E of 56 - they cannot be considered
cheap. But, RM is the market leader and is highly regarded.
With more government money being spent on education

and opportunities overseas and via the internet untapped.
the future for RM knows no real bonnds.

  

Glotel has now floated
As previewed, comms staff agency Glotel has now placed

shares at 140p in an IPO which valued them at £53m.

HSBC said that the placing was ☜comfortany
oversubscribed☝. The company raised £13.3m but the
directors still hold 51.9% even afterthe placing. Last month
our £50m capitalisation estimate (☜too low" was the general
opinion) caused quite a few phone calls. But at c50%
revenue we felt that the IPO price looked about right.
However, post IPO the shares rose immediately to 189p

and ended on 199p - a 42% premium. Glotel themselves
have been at some pains to point out that 90% of revenue

comes from the placement of telecomms and network staff

♥ thereby trying to distance themselves from the ☜pure☝ IT

staff agency market with its current rather poor image.
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Revenue up, losses down at
Recognition Systems (developerand vendor of integrated

campaign management software and systems) has
announced its interim results for the six months ending
31 st Mar. 99. Revenue went upnearly three-fold (but don☂t
hold your breath, still less than Etm!) and losses almost
halved to £733K. CEO Bryan Black stated ☜In revenue terms

1999 will be the most successful year the company has

had...☝ Alan Benjamin has been appointed Non-exec.
Chairman.The shares fell 10% this month to end on 15p.

Comment. We have always had a soft spot for Recognition
with their innovative software. We only hope that they will
be given the necessary time to develop fully before a

predator (probably US) realises their potential.

and at Intelligent Environments
lnternet solutions provider Intelligent Environments has
also announced higher revenue and falling losses in their
results for the year to 31st Dec. 98. Revenue went up 49%

to £6.6m with losses down from 23m to £1 m. Indeed losses

in H298 fell to just £1 00K (and 0398 was actually profitable)

so there remains the chance that IG might declare its first
profit for years in FY99.

RogerWillcocks, CEO, said ☜IE is nowfirm/y established in
the e-commerce software market... I believe that the year

ahead will see IE further strengthening its position☝.

 

IE joined AIM in Jun. 96 at 94p. They have traded almost

     

all the time since at a discount to this price ♥ at one time
falling to just 25p. They have risen fairly steadily since to
end the month on 80p - down 14% in the month and still a

i 15% discount to the issue price.They are now planning a

placing and open offer of 5-for-16 at 80p to raise c£7.5m

net in order to ☜accelerate the commercial exploitation of
their software" in the UK, North America and Europe.

...and at merged Proteus International
in the year ended 31st Mar. 99, Proteus (molecular
modelling software to assist in drug/vaccine development)

has increased revenues nearly four-fold (but still only to
£696K) with losses down from 24.1 m to £3.9m.

At the same time, a merger with US Therapeutic
Antibodies lnc. was announced which valuesTherapeutiC

at £23.9m. The merged group is to raise 27m net in a

placement of Proteus shares at 40p.
Comment. The merger should help Proteus with the
complementary products and skills of both companies.The
concept of taking a stake in drug development in exchange

for software development hasn☂t worked out so far in six
years. Still it might in time... and the potential rewards are

☁ huge if they can succeed with a medical breakthrough.
Launched onto USM originally way back in 1990 at 84p,
reaching at one stage a high of over £5, they ended the

l month down 13% on 39p.

ESOrry, Sorry, twiceVSOIry ' I V
iln our long history we have adto. issue 'ew correction

  
   

 

Acqursmon helps Sanderson
Sanderson Group, ☜the growing international IT services
group" has announced a good set of figures for the six
months ending 31 st Mar. 99. Revenue rose 56% to £54.4m.
PBT went up 38% at £5.6m with diluted EPS up 18%. The
profit increase reflected in the growing proportion of IT
services and software, rather than hardware sales.

Chairman Paul Thompson ☜is pleased with another record
set of results, with all three divisions performing we/ ". These
divisions are IT Systems (revenue up 11% to £20.3m,

operating profit up 15% at 23m), IT Services (revenue +32%
on a like for like basis) and International (Far East revenue

up to A$27.9m with profits of A$3.9m). Of course the 51%

stake in Management Software taken in Aug. 98 helped
Group growth and in particular the IT Services division
increased revenue from £6.4m to £23.4m. MS also
contributed £900K PBT. Without this, revenue growth would
have been a much lower 20%. Recurring revenues from
software licences and service and support contracts
increased to £15m.

Comment. We were particularly interested in the comment

in their press release about "Fifteen years of consecutive
profitable growth". We thought we had missed awarding

them a much coveted Boring Awardl. But ourrecords show
that even though Sanderson has indeed made profits for
15 years, these profits have enjoyed a bit of a roller coaster

ride at times. Sorry you'll have to wait a while yet!

 

  
    
   

(This month, we have to secede cerrection frdmvtastmpn'
lThere are THREE similarly named oompame "
' v lTG Group (AlM~quoted Irish telecomms).

☂ ITG (Europe) (Part of lnyestmentTecthIQQ .
whichrunsPOSl't☁) *1 I ☁v

g - Internet Technology Group'(AlM~quotec [8?) ~
l ☁GCI Focus does the PR for the first two☁ and cottage t
her the third. v
End of subject. We wilt probably never take
{reporting on any of them ever again.
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' On 24th May it was announced that the 088 was scrapping the benefit payment card in favour of
paying benefits via bank accounts.This was a pretty important part of the ICL Pathway project.The PFI
contract has been revised and in return ICL has a pretty straightforward "Design, build and operate"

deal to roll-out the Post Office automation project to 19,000 POs. worth 021 billion "fixed price to

200 We were amongst the first to see the PO system - it works and looks really good.
Regardless of the defiant stance put on by ICL☂s CEO Keith Todd, it must have been a bitter disappointment. lCL had hopes

to earn many billions (let☂s say £8 billion +) from the transaction-based charging part of the deal. Now they have had to
make provisions for the abandoned project (to the tune of £180m) in the FY99 accounts 80 at the headline PBT level, ICL
plunged into a £128.9m loss for the year to 315' March 99. Revenues grew a meagre 7.4% to £2735m. Even at the
operating level, operating profit was pretty much unchanged at £52.9m. However, ICL pointed out that this included £17.2m
of losses on ☜terminated operations" and a £11.8m spares write down. l.e. Ongoing operating profit was £81.9m or a 3.0%
margin (FY98 = 2.7%).
Readers of the 1999 Holway Report get a detailed breakdown of lots revenues. Out of ICUs £27 billion revenue, around
215% was earned in the UK - about £600K of this was hardware and another £200m was associated op. s/w and h/w
maintenance, giving c£750m UK SCS - up C21 % in the year and enabling ICL to ☜just☝ retain the UK No 3 slot. Now that was
a good rather than excellent performance. After all the average growth for the UK Top Ten was 26% and everyone of their
peers (EDS, lBM, Cap Gemini, CSC etal) grew much faster.
Worldwide, out of lCL's revenue of 22.7 billion, c£1 billion is hardware and another £400m associated op. SM and h/w
maintenance, In other words, ICL makes 021.3 billion from 808,
|CL is still determined to undertake that IPO in June/July 2000. The adviser to the float will be announced in AugTodd is
Committed to a 6% margin in FY2001 and therefore needs to show a 4.5% margin in FY 2000 - the reference year for the
"30. He promised that he won☂t use any"funny money" to achieve this. "A straight profit, because I know you will Iambaste
"18 again Holway if / do not". But Todd has some scope to release part of the £180m Pathway provision - we will be
watching!
The problem with ICL is it's like the curates egg - good in parts. Their Telecomms activities grew by 30% (to £90m), travel
☜9 77% (at £126m) and IT Utilities billings to other IT companies up 200% at £196m. ICL☂s e-business activities doubled
to £80m with major work for NTL, Waitrose, Nokia etc. ICL has great opportunities to roll out what it calls IT Utilities (which
embraces everything from datacentre outsourcing to call centres to desktop services to procurement and resourcing)
thrc☁UQhout Europe.
But the results to date, in what has been the most buoyant period ever for the SOS sector, have been decidedly disappointing.

Be'°w average growth when the market is growing by 25% and demand way outstrips supply is one thing. but what
happens when growth slips to 10%? Todd was proud that an extra 3,200 staff (they now have over 22,000) joined lCL in the
year...that can be major problem in a downturn as Clay Brendish at Admiral has already discovered.
Todd and ICL still has a steep hill to climb before that IPO is viable. The PFI cancellation did not help - so the hill becomes
steeper. Demand downturn adds to the problem.The turn in investor sentiment against IT that we are currently seeing and
the discounts awarded to recent IPOs like Synstar, Morse, Computacenter and even ITNET, does not help either.
We ended the lCL review in the 1999 Holway Report as follows:
☜ICL MUST be on line for at least a 6% margin for FY2001 before Todd can float. Todd knows that, we know that, the City
knows that. The next 12 months could be exciting for lCL. ll Todd then wanted to shout "I told you so. .I told Holway and all
the other doubters that I could do it☝ we, [or one, would be delighted to have our doubtsassuaged☝.
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Late News
Electronic Data Processing reported revenue down 6% at
£5.47m, flat PBT of £1.225K andunchanged EPS in the six

months to 31 st Mar. 99. Although EDP has £10.8m to spend,

"the ☁si/iy☂price expectations remain a continuing hindrance☝.
Eidos (computer games inc|.Tomb raider starring Lara Croft)
increased revenue by 65% to £226m and more than doubled
PBT to £37.9m in the year to 31st March 99. But the shares
actually fell 12% this month - still one oi the best periorming
shares of the decade thought

1999 Holway Report
A very specialfree offer to join the

networking event of the year on 15th July 99
We have nished the 1999 Holway Report which, as in each of the
previous 11 editions, will be sent to customers in early June. This year we
are launching our CD-ROM version which is fully scarchable and could, if
you wish, be put on your company☁servcrt Please use the order form below
so you can reserve not only your☁copy but also... your place at "the
networking event afrheyear". :: ☜ 5 ☁

On Thursday 15th July 1999, Richard Holway and Qnthony Miller, will be
presenting the main ndings ofthe report to an evening seminar on behalf

of the Computing Services:& Software Association at London
Hilton, Park Lane, London. Last year over350 top CEOs attended

what is now considered to be ☁flhe CSSA networking even!
oftheyeur☝. The evening starts at 5.30pm (for 6.00pm)
and includes drinks and} really special dinnert
A free place will be awarded to all 1999 Holway
Report customers who purchase before that date.
No ralp 'ce fromt eCSSA( 1:017 95 l -e-

meant «it? +V i l☜
r ______________♥ ☁oTREE♥R FORM

From: Delivery address:

        

L♥
☜o

i

    

l
I
l
|
I
l
l 1999 Holway Report {Available June 1999 - Pro-publication 5% discount can b pplied)

I E] Master copy @ £2,450 [3 CD-ROM Package £4900 + VAT E] Additional copies @£850

l m
l [3 One year's subscription at £340 p.a. D "4 - copy subacrlptlan"@ 2680 para Site licence a 21000 p.a.+VATD Intranet version £1500 p.a. + VAT

|
l
l
l
l
L

6th edition Software and Com utin Services industr In Euro e Re ort

Master copy at £6,200 i Additional copies @ £990 each

Cheque payable to Richard Holway Ltd,

      

_
.
,
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
.
.
_
_

 

Rlchard Holway Ltd, PO Box 183, El Cheque enclosed |:| Please invoice my company

FARNHAM,SurreyLGU1O1YG.

Signed: _____ _ Ea_t_ez_ _______________ J
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